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HighlightsHighlights -- FlashesFlashes
on on ThreeThree QuestionsQuestions

Galaxy formation (ellipticals in particular): 
hierarchical or monolithic ?

Continuous or bursting mode of star 
formation.  Which is (are) the key physical
cause (s) ?

Interacting galaxies: can morpholgy be
changed? 



ForewordForeword

To unravel the formation mechanism & 
evolutionary history of Elliptical Galaxies
(EGs) is one of the challenges of modern
astrophysics.

Hierarchical or Monolithic? Or a complex
mixture of both (revised monolithic)?



IntroductionIntroduction

• Hierarchical: EGs (the massive ones) are the end product
of subsequent mergers of smaller sub-units over time 
scales almost equal to the Hubble time.

•Monolithic: EGs form at high redshift by rapid collapse and
undergo a single, prominent star formation episode ever 
since followed by quiescence.

• Revised Monolithic: a great deal of the stars in massive
EGs are formed very early-on at high redshifts and the 
remaining ones at lower redshifts.



ProsPros and and ConsCons

Hierarchical: some evidence that the merger rate  likely increases
proportional to together with some hints for a color-
structure relationship for E & S0 galaxies (the colors get bluer at 
increasing complexity). The many successful numerical simulations 
of galaxy encounters. However the number of  EGs does not seem 
to decrease with the redshift.

Monolithic:   the observational  properties of   the stellar content in 
EGs that strongly hints for old and homogeneous stellar populations

Revised Monolithic:  some evidence of star formation at low 
redshifts indicated by the presence of [OII] lines, the narrow band 
indices and also the nearly constant number frequency of early
type galaxies up to z=1 (and above). 
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Scale RelationsScale Relations
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CosmologicalCosmological SimulationsSimulations



CosmologicalCosmological InitialInitial ConditionsConditions



Simulations at z=0Simulations at z=0



Cut a cube of edge aCut a cube of edge a
Cosmological simulations from GRAFIC2.   Isolate an overdense region 
with peak at the center of cube of  edge a (roughly where overdensity

0).  Derive the geometrical center of the cube.

Cut a  sphere of radius a/2



ContinueContinue
The sphere volume is about half the cube volume  and contains about
half of the particles of the cube volume.

Choosing the geometrical center instead of the mass-center as origin
of a new system of coordinates, overdense regions may happen to be
not located at the center.

Distances provided by GRAFIC2  are referred to the new coordinate
system and translated into proper distances (in Mpc)

Velocities are referred to the center of the sphere subtracting the
velocity as a whole. Then to each particle we add the velocity of the
Hubble flow

pr start comovingd a r= ×

( )flow prv H z d= ×



ContinueContinue
In order to calculate H(z) we need to assume a cosmological model

Ho, Ωm and ΩΛ are the  Hubble constant, the matter density, and 
the dark energy density  at the present time (with Λ the Cosmolo
gical constant).

Then we add rigid rotation whose spin parameter λ  is given by

Where J is the angular momentum, E is the initial binding energy
and M the total mass of the system. Typical values for λ range 
from 0.02 to 0.08 angular velocities of the order of fractions 
of complete rotation over times scale of about 10 τff

3
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ComparingComparing withwith the Chiosi & the Chiosi & 
CarraroCarraro (2002) (2002) initialinitial

ConditionsConditions

They start with a spherical model containing Dark and Baryoinic
Matter (DM and BM, respectively) in cosmological proportions
(9:1).

Set the initial density profile of DM  according to

which in the central regions mimics the Navarro, Frenk & White
(1996) profile.



ContinueContinue
The spatial positions of DM particles are derived from MonteCarlo
deviations from the density law.

The initial velocities of DM particles are derived from the velocity
dispersion s(r) assuming equipartition among the three components

which is derived from inserting the density profile in the eqn

The gas particles are homogeneously and ramdomly distributed in
the halo of cold DM with null velocity field infall of BM in the 
potential well of DM.



ContinueContinue
This is equivalent to start with a DM halo already detached from
the Hubble flow which starts collapsing carrying along BM.

Even if all this sounds reasonable, it already contains the 
solution of  the problem:

The self-gravitating, collapsing Halo of  DM has a density 
profiles already resembling the one  we are  looking for.

Furthermore,   in CDM cosmology the catching up of Baryons
by DM happens  at much earlier times that the time at which
the proto-galactic halo detaches from the Hubble flow. 

The initial radius of the protogalaxy is from the mean density
of the Universe



InitialInitial Models: Models: PositionsPositions

Proper Mpc

DM Gas



InitialInitial Models: Models: VelocitiesVelocities

Km/s

GasDM



Basic Basic PhysicsPhysics of of GalaxyGalaxy
ModelsModels

- Fundamental equations
- Cooling
- Star formation and initial mass function
- Heating
- Chemical enrichment
- N-body-TSPH



FundamentalFundamental EquationsEquations

Continuity

Momentum

Energy

Gravitational Potential

Source function: Λ and Γ are
the heating and cooling rates



CoolingCooling
Radiative Cooling
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Star Star FormationFormation Rate Rate 
&&

InitialInitial Mass Mass FunctionFunction
The Schmidt law

CS=0.17

Ck1=0.48

Ck=0.29

CA=0.14

Adopted



HeatingHeating
Total heating rate by radiative processes is

Heating by Type I & Type II SN.  Winds and UV neglected

Where εSNII, I is the energy liberated by a single
explosion, and rSNI,II is the rate of SN production
per time interval ∆t



ChemicalChemical EnrichmentEnrichment

At the end of its life star of mass M
ejects the total amount of metals

The fractionary mass of metals given
by a SSP at time t is
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AddAdd contributioncontribution byby SNIaSNIa and and 
applyapply TSPHTSPH

Need explosion rate (see above) and amounts of metals ejected per
explosion (Iwamoto et al. 1999)

The total amount of metals ejected by a SSP is

)()()( tRMtptp SNI
SNI
ZZ

Tot
Z ×+=

   2 Zk
dt
dZ

∇−=Apply TSPH diffusion among particles

Diffusion coefficient from Thornton et al. (1998)



A Few A Few WordsWords on the on the 
PD PD NN--BodyBody--TSPHTSPH CodeCode

Fully lagrangian N-Body code: Tree-Code for gravity
SPH formalism for fluid experiencing
heating, cooling, chemical enrichment…

Fluid elements represented by a finite number of particles, smoothing
required to smear local fluctuations.    Any physical quantity f(r)  over
a finite interval is derived from a Kernel W  (peaking at r=0)

∫ −>=< ')'(),'()( drrfhrrWrf

where h is the smoothing length, which gives the volume over which
the space average is made.

Carraro et al. (1998), Buonomo et al. (2000), Lia et al (2002), Chiosi & Carraro (2002)



ContinueContinue
For f(r) we use the gather/scatter function (Henquist & Katz 1989)

')](,'())'(,'([
2
1)'()( drrhrrWrhrrWrfrf −+−>=< ∫

For W we adopt Monaghan & Lattanzio (1985)

Add to the Euler equation a term for viscosity in order to describe
processes more complicate than shock waves (Monaghan & Lattanzio 
1985).

Derive the particle velocities with the so-called leap-frog method

Derive the time-step of each gas particle Courant-Katz condition.

Derive the gravitational acceleration from the quadrupole moment of
the grapitational potential (the softening parameter comes in).



ProbabilisticProbabilistic DescriptionDescription ofof
Star Star FormationFormation, , HeatingHeating & & 

ChemicalChemical EnrichmentEnrichment
Following Lia et al (2002)  we adopt the probabilistic description for
star  formation,  gas restitution,  stellar feed-back,  and   chemical
enrichment.

For instance, the Schmidt law of star formation is  interpreted as the 
probability that at each time step a gas particle is instantaneously and 
fully turned into a star particle.

Similarly for gas restitution, stellar feed-back and enrichment.

Advantage is that the number of  baryonic particles
can be kept constant.   Save lots of computing time.



GalaxyGalaxy Models: Models: 
the the ParametersParameters

The cosmological initial conditions (Table 1)

The  initial dynamical and computational
parameters (Table 2)



The The CosmologicalCosmological ParametersParameters



Dynamical and computational Dynamical and computational 
parametersparameters



ResultsResults: : Model SAModel SA

Dark Matter

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model SA

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=7.6, 3.2, 1.6, 0



ResultsResults: Model SA: Model SA

Gas 

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model SA

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=7.6, 3.2, 1.6, 0



ResultsResults: Model SA: Model SA

Stars

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model SA

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=7.6, 3.2, 1.6, 0



ResultsResults: Model SB: Model SB

Dark Matter

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model SB

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=6.3, 4.2, 2.2, 1.0



ResultsResults: Model SB: Model SB

Gas 

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model SB

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=6.3, 4.2, 2.2, 1.0



ResultsResults: Model SB: Model SB

Stars

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model SB

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=6.3, 4.2, 2.2, 1.0



Results: Model LResults: Model L

Dark Matter

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model L

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=7.5, 3.9, 2.0, 0.9



Results: Model LResults: Model L

Gas 

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model L

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=7.5, 3,9, 2.0, 0.9



Results: Model LResults: Model L

Stars

Projection onto
the XY plane

Model L

Coordinates in 
proper Mpc
From top to bottom
and left to right
Z=7.5, 3.9, 2.0. 0.9



SpatialSpatial StructureStructure: : AxialAxial RatiosRatios

Definition
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L Model  

19.104.1
a
c

15.117.1
a
b

  

SB Model  

96.000.1
a
c

14.104.1
a
b

  

SA Model  

17.107.1
a
c

14.108.1
a
b

  

MatterDarkStarsRatio

MatterDarkStarsRatio

MatterDarkStarsRatio

SA & SB Nearly Spherical
L            Has a larger b/a ratio

Dark Matter more asymmetric



SpatialSpatial StructureStructure

LSA SB

Final surface density profiles (projected on XY)

Stellar  densities of models compared with the Sersic Law
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Stellar and Dark Stellar and Dark MatterMatter
profilesprofiles
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The Hernquist (1990) law for the 
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δρρThe Navarro, Frenk & White (1996)
density profile for DM; ρcri is the
critical density, δc is a parameter,
Rs is the scale radius.



ResultsResults: density : density profilesprofiles

Final spherical density profiles

SA SB L
Dark Matter profile is too steep in the central regions



Star Star FormationFormation HistoryHistory



Star Formation RatesStar Formation Rates

LSA SB

In solar masses per year



AgeAge--radial distanceradial distance

Outward-inward  building up of galaxies

SA SB



EnergyEnergy ConservationConservation
Model SA

Energies in code units

Legend
Dotted: kinetic energy
Short-dotted: potential energy
Dotted-dashed: thermal energy
Solid: total energy



VirialVirial TraceTrace

 2 /kin potVirial Trace E E=−
Models tend to relaxation state 

Virial Trace for a fully relaxed system is equal to 1

SA
LSB



Energy FeedEnergy Feed--backback

Model SA

SN Type Ia SN Type II



ChemicalChemical EnrichmentEnrichment: : MetalsMetals
SA LSB

From left to right and from top to bottom: 

Z/Zo,  Fe/Feo,  Si/Sio,  O/Oo



Metallicity Metallicity DistributionDistribution
amongamong StarsStars

Model SA

71%  stars with Z < Zo
26% stars with Zo < Z < 3Zo

3% stars with Z > 3Zo

UV Excess ?



Metallicity Metallicity GradientsGradients

Model SA

Observed ∆logZ/∆logR=-0.2+-0.1
Davies et al (1993)

Calculated ∆logZ/∆logR=-0.3

Radii in log R [Mpc]



AgeAge--metallicitymetallicity relationshiprelationship

Ages in Gyr

Model SA Model SB



Density Density vsvs Temperature Temperature 
of gasof gas

LSBSA



GalacticGalactic WindsWinds
SA SB L

Velocities in km/s Distances in MpcVesc



ConclusionsConclusions
• AllAll the models the models conformconform toto the the revisedrevised monolithicmonolithic schemescheme, , 

becausebecause mergersmergers of of subsub--structuresstructures occurredoccurred earlyearly onon

•• Galaxy formation is complete at redshift z=2Galaxy formation is complete at redshift z=2

•• Structural Structural propertiesproperties, , meanmean metallicity and metallicity metallicity and metallicity 
gradients of present day models agree gradients of present day models agree withwith currentcurrent datadata

•• Conspicuous galactic winds occurConspicuous galactic winds occur

•• The duration of star formation seems to increase with The duration of star formation seems to increase with 
decreasing total mass (see also Chiosi & Carraro 2002)decreasing total mass (see also Chiosi & Carraro 2002)

•• The revised monolithic promises to be the right trail The revised monolithic promises to be the right trail toto
followfollow in the in the forestforest of of galaxygalaxy formationformation and and evolutionevolution. . 
SeeSee alsoalso KawataKawata (1999, 2001a,b), Kawata & Gibson (2003) (1999, 2001a,b), Kawata & Gibson (2003) 
and  and  KobayashiKobayashi (2005)(2005)



MergersMergers ….?  Yes but at least….?  Yes but at least

β2=0.1%

β2=50%

•• SeveralSeveral independentindependent arguments arguments 
and and manymany observationalobservational hintshints
((broadbroad -- band colors, indices etc.. ) band colors, indices etc.. ) 
seem to suggest that mergers seem to suggest that mergers 
(hierarchical scenario) are not the (hierarchical scenario) are not the 
dominant mechanism by which dominant mechanism by which 
galaxiesgalaxies ((EGsEGs) are ) are assembledassembled. . 

MergersMergers are are spectacularspectacular eventsevents!!



Single Single prominentprominent episodeepisode or or 
severalseveral burstsbursts of star of star 

formationsformations??



The The gravitationalgravitational potpot
Duty cicle:   
…stars – energy generation -- gas 
heating – gas enriching – gas cooling –
stars…. 

The pot: gravitational potential well

Therefore: total galaxy mass  &  initial
density are the key parameters

For all details see Chiosi & Carraro (2002 MNRAS 335, 335)



InitialInitial overdensityoverdensity
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SameSame initialinitial overdensityoverdensity butbut
differentdifferent massmass

Passing from monolithic to bursting mode at decreasing mass



SameSame mass mass butbut differentdifferent initialinitial
overdensityoverdensity

Passing from monolithic to bursting mode at increasing overdensity



MorphologicalMorphological evolutionevolution
of of dwarfdwarf galaxiesgalaxies
in the in the locallocal groupgroup

Pasetto, Chiosi & Carraro (2003, A&A 405, 931)
Carraro Chiosi, Lia & Girardi (2001, MNRAS 327, 69)



AimsAims and and rationalerationale

Dwarf Galaxies (dG) in local group can be grouped in 
irregulars (dIrr), ellipticals (dE) and spheroidals (dSph)

There seems to be a correlation bewteen morpholgy and 
positions: dIrr more frequent in the outskirts, dE  and  
dSph in the central regions

Can dynamical interactions (tidal forces) with a 
dominant galaxy turn a dIrr into a dE or dSph?

To answer the question is the aim of this study



A A selectedselected groupgroup of of dGsdGs withwith
knownknown kinematicalkinematical parametersparameters

in km/s

Components of the galactocentric
Velocity Vector:
Vx toward the Sun
Vy tangential to galactic rotation
Vz perpendicular to galactic plane



The probe The probe galaxygalaxy toto bebe
launchedlaunched in in orbitorbit

height scale  vertical  length, scale radial   
  mass, disc   total
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If a disk  is affected by dynamical
effects, then a  dIrr is too ! 



InitialInitial parameterparameter forfor the the 
disk disk galaxygalaxy



StructureStructure of a disk of a disk galaxygalaxy
mademade of of starsstars, gas and dark , gas and dark 

mattermatter and and evolvedevolved in in isolationisolation
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StructureStructure of a disk of a disk galaxygalaxy
mademade of of starsstars, gas and dark , gas and dark 

mattermatter and and evolvedevolved in in isolationisolation

Beginning of the 
simulation, i.e. 
age To



The test The test galaxygalaxy is a is a goodgood oneone
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MeanMean radialradial profilesprofiles of of circularcircular
velocitiesvelocities
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A A picturepicture takentaken muchmuch later…later…....

Age To + 6 Gyr

Note that the test
Galaxy is still rather
thin in z



SurfaceSurface luminosityluminosity profilesprofiles
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Mass Mass profilesprofiles (dark and total) (dark and total) 
at at twotwo agesages
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PlongePlonge thisthis galaxygalaxy ontoonto anan
orbitorbit aroundaround the the MilkyMilky WayWay

Define the gravitational potential of 
the Milky way made of
Halo
Disk
Neglect the Bulge



GravitationalGravitational potentialpotential of the of the 
MW: MW: HaloHalo

Halo: generated by the following distribution of mass
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GravitationalGravitational potentialpotential of the of the 
MW: DiskMW: Disk
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ChoosingChoosing the satellite the satellite toto
analyzeanalyze

For the purposes of this study:

we have chosen  Sculptor

and calculated the orbit over about
8 Gyr after To (time of launch)



3D 3D viewview of the of the gravitationalgravitational
potentialpotential of MW + of MW + orbitorbit dGdG
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Satellite:   Sculptor



OrbitOrbit of the satellite of the satellite galaxygalaxy
duringduring 6 Gyr after 6 Gyr after ToTo

Satellite: Sculptor

Orbit calculated from To to To + 6 Gyr



DistanceDistance of the satellite of the satellite dGdG toto
the MW the MW duringduring 6 Gyr after 6 Gyr after ToTo

Satellite: Sculptor

Apo-center 112 kpc

Peri-center 67  kpc

Orbital period: about 2 Gyr



MetamorphosisMetamorphosis: : 
dIrrdIrr dSphdSph

Glow the MW

Age:  To + 4 Gyr



3D 3D viewview of the of the centralcentral regionregion
after 4 Gyrafter 4 Gyr

It is nearly round indeed !



The The dSphdSph in in numbersnumbers

Central body of the satellite at the age To + 4 Gyr 
(distances and dimensions in kpc)

Central body of the satellite at the age To + 6 Gyr

Masses in units of 10^6 Mo



MainMain body of the satellite body of the satellite 
at at ToTo + 6 Gyr+ 6 Gyr

Ortographic projection
as seen from

-69  azimuth
14  elevation

Note the remarkable tail
made of dark matter, 
gas and  stars



SFH: in SFH: in isolationisolation and and 
in interactionin interaction

Isolation

Interacting

Note the bursts



Both isolated or interacting
dwarf galaxies are likely to
suffer the bursting mode of 
star formation with a large

variety of individual histories

The mode of star formation
is driven by the initial mean
density of the galaxy.

At decreasing mean density
it goes from initial spicke
to many repated bursts.



Four models of different initial
density and same MT

Initial densities

Results



ChoosingChoosing a a certaincertain cosmolgycosmolgy toto
linklink restrest--frameframe and and cosmiccosmic agesages



HRDsHRDs forfor model Amodel A

Prominent single burst of activity

<logZ/Zo>=-1.16

Left

H0=70, q0=0.5 zfor =5  TG=8.76 gyr

Right

H0=50, q0=0.  zfor =5  TG=16.45 gyr

It shows how the HRD of a Globular Cluster changes with the age



HRDsHRDs forfor model B1model B1

Left

H0=70, q0=0.5 zfor =5  TG=8.76 gyr

Right

H0=50, q0=0.  zfor =5  TG=16.45 gyr

Broad initial period of star formation

Similar to model A but with some blurring due to age spead.  They could
mimic HRDs of   Sculptor, Ursa Minor,  Draco…..Leo II 

<logZ/Zo>=-0.58



HRDsHRDs forfor model B2model B2
Several bursts of star formation

<logZ/Zo>=-1.08

Left

H0=70, q0=0.5 zfor =5  TG=8.76 gyr

Right

H0=50, q0=0.  zfor =5  TG=16.45 gyr

The typical broad features of the HRD start to appear (at young ages)



HRDsHRDs forfor model B3model B3

Many prolonged bursts of star formation

<logZ/Zo>=-1.48

Left

H0=70, q0=0.5 zfor =5  TG=8.76 gyr

Right

H0=50, q0=0.  zfor =5  TG=16.45 gyr

Are these the analogs of  Carina , Leo I ?



ConclusionsConclusions
Tidal interactions between a satellite 
and a host galaxy (MW for instance) 
may re-shape a dIrr into a dSph.

The bursting mode of star formation is 
likely due to internal causes. However
interactions (at close encounters) may
enhance the star formation rate.
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